2021 NCKU JRS Funding Scheme

1. The National Cheng Kung University (NCKU) provides financial support only for JRS projects hosted by NCKU Project Investigators (PI).

2. To be eligible, these projects should be matched with at least one Co-Principal Investigator (Co-PI) whose institution is located outside Taiwan.

3. A maximum of NT$150,000 as operational expenses (業務費) will be provided for each eligible PI, details listed as follows:

Stage 1

Basic Funding: NT$80,000
Funding in this stage will be provided upon announcement of the matching results to ALL eligible PI stated in (2) above

Additional Funding: NT$40,000
If PIs/the project(s) also meets the following requirements, additional funding will be provided:

(1) WUN Related
PI Project topics aligning with one of the Global Challenges of Worldwide University Network, listed as follows:
- Global Higher Education and Research
- Public Health
- Responding to Climate Change
- Understanding Cultures
Further information: https://wun.ac.uk/wun/research/

OR

(2) Aspiring Young Scholars
PI whose PhD qualification were obtained within 5 years by the time of result announcement (i.e 20 May 2016)

Stage 2

NT$30,000 will be allocated by 30 September 2021, upon completion of 1 seminar/webinar with the following conditions:

1. The event shall be coordinated by investigators from at least 2 universities
2. At least one speaker shall be from any WUN member universities.
3. The clause “The seminar/webinar is supported by the SATU Joint Research Scheme (JRS) and the NCKU Office of International Affairs (OIA)” shall appear on all promotion materials

Support will also be given to PIs who apply for extra honorarium funding via the scheme “國立成功大學補助邀請專家學者參與視訊專題演講或線上協同授課試辦計畫 (NCKU Subsidy for Webinars and Online Lectures with Overseas Speakers and Lecturers)” run by the NCKU Office of International Affairs.